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DESCRIPTION OF TRANSFER 

Categories of data subjects whose personal data is transferred: Personal Data about the following data 
subjects may be processed in connection with Neustar’s analytics services:  (i) Exporter’s Employees, 
Contractor/Vendor Personnel and (ii) Exporter’s Current and Prospective End Users, Customers, and /or 
Subscribers 

Transfer duration/frequency: Transfer is continuous/periodic for the duration of the SOW Term 

Data Retention Period: Product Standard (only as necessary to achieve purpose of collection) 
unless different period specified by Client/Exporter 

Nature and purpose(s) of transfer and further processing; Briefly describe processing activities to be 
undertaken:  

Neustar’s Multi-Touch Attribution (MTA) service collects and processes measurement analytics data on 
behalf and at the request of Neustar MTA customers who are advertisers or their agents (Advertisers). 
The MTA service involves collection and analysis of  consumer engagement with ad campaigns (e.g. 
advertisement impressions/exposures, engagements/clicks, etc.) across a variety of web properties along 
with ad response data from a variety of on and off line media platforms.  The analysis allows Advertisers 
to understand how each of its advertising channels are performing and better understand how those 
channels and other attributes influence purchase decisions.  MTA is used to measure ad campaign 
effectiveness and allocate attribution to various touchpoints along a consumer's path to conversion.     

Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM) aggregates and analyzes Advertiser data about advertising spend 
across a full range of channels to understand and optimize their marketing spend. Channels include 
online advertising (including online display, video, paid search, paid social, affiliate, and earned/owned 
social) and offline ad channels (including TV, newspaper, magazine, OOH, and radio).  MMM does not 
involve personal data processing. 

These services are sold as “Unified Analytics” when combined with MMM services and “powered by 
Fabrick.”  Reports and planning tools may be accessed via the “Optimizer” User Interface (UI).  

Data Categories:  Personal Data processed by Neustar includes a Client-supplied User ID associated with 
one or more of the following fractional identifiers:  IP Address (IP addresses collected in Europe are 
truncated or the last octet is dropped before transfer to US.  Full IP retained on European servers for 10 
days); Session ID; URL (site and referrer); Date/time stamp; Advertiser-supplied Marketing Events log 
files; and Advertiser-supplied Conversion log files (transactions). These files vary depending on the 
Controller’s data provider.  

Sensitive Data Categories:  NONE   

Transfers (sub-) processors: See Attachment A (Approved Sub-Processors and Purposes) 

Competent Supervisory Authority: Specified	in	Clauses	


